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Abstract
Most recurrent real-time applications can be modeled as a set of sequential code segments (or blocks)
that must be (repeatedly) executed in a specific order. This paper provides a schedulability analysis
for such systems modeled as a set of parallel DAG tasks executed under any limited-preemptive
global job-level fixed priority scheduling policy. More precisely, we derive response-time bounds for
a set of jobs subject to precedence constraints, release jitter, and execution-time uncertainty, which
enables support for a wide variety of parallel, limited-preemptive execution models (e.g., periodic
DAG tasks, transactional tasks, generalized multi-frame tasks, etc.). Our analysis explores the
space of all possible schedules using a powerful new state abstraction and state-pruning technique.
An empirical evaluation shows the analysis to identify between 10 to 90 percentage points more
schedulable task sets than the state-of-the-art schedulability test for limited-preemptive sporadic
DAG tasks. It scales to systems of up to 64 cores with 20 DAG tasks. Moreover, while our analysis
is almost as accurate as the state-of-the-art exact schedulability test based on model checking
(for sequential non-preemptive tasks), it is three orders of magnitude faster and hence capable of
analyzing task sets with more than 60 tasks on 8 cores in a few seconds.
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1 Introduction
With the proliferation of multicore and many-core processing platforms, the embedded
systems world is steadily moving towards developing critical applications as (highly) parallel
programs. In embedded real-time systems in particular, parallel programming approaches
allow for more efficient use of a computing platform’s resources, resulting in lower response
times and improved power consumption. For instance, the automotive industry adopted
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Figure 1 (a) schedulability ratio of the exact test [46] vs. our test for independent non-preemptive
periodic tasks, (b) average runtime of the exact test [46] vs. our test for schedulable independent
non-preemptive periodic task sets with total utilization of 30%, (c) schedulability ratio of Serrano
et al.’s test [39] vs our test for DAG tasks. In inset (a), given a one-hour budget, starting from 12
tasks the exact test reports lower schedulability than the proposed test due to frequent timeouts.
See Sec. 5 for a detailed description of the experimental setup.
multicore processors already more than six years ago, and their applications are routinely
composed of thousands of runnables executing in parallel [24]. Such runnables are sequential
code segments that perform simple operations, which are composed to produce complex
applications by imposing precedence constraints that must be respected at runtime (to
enforce a predictable ordering and to respect data dependencies). Because of the application
domain, additional constraints on release and completion times are also associated with
runnables to ensure temporal correctness, control performance, ease of synchronization and,
in consequence, ease of integration of concurrent applications on multicore platforms.
Similarly to the automotive case, a wide variety of industrially relevant systems boil
down to the execution of a set of functions with precedence constraints where a function
is simply a sequential execution segment of a bigger, potentially parallel, application. Such
applications (henceforth called tasks) may be modeled with Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs).
Nodes of a DAG represent sequential code segments, and edges model their precedence
constraints. Each application represented by a DAG releases jobs based on timer events or
inputs regularly received from the environment following periodic or non-periodic activation
patterns (e.g., multi-frame or multi-rate tasks [16, 6, 20]). Robotics applications executed
upon the ROS middleware, machine learning algorithms developed with the TensorFlow or
Pytorch frameworks, or applications developed with OpenMP are other notable examples
of systems that are often time-driven and that may be naturally modeled with DAGs. To
summarize, parallel DAG tasks are the characteristic real-time workload of the multicore age
and thus of central interest for schedulability analysis.
In this work, we consider a limited-preemptive task model, where nodes of a DAG must
execute non-preemptively, but higher-priority workload may preempt the execution of a DAG
between the execution of any two of its nodes. This execution model is motivated by many
previous studies [11, 34, 2, 29, 37, 39] that have shown that non-preemptive (or limited-
preemptive) scheduling improves the timing predictability of jobs running on a multicore
platform, since it reduces the number of context switches, increases cache predictability [45],
and improves the accuracy of worst-case execution time (WCET) estimates and worst-case
blocking bounds (e.g., due to contention for shared resources).
Two types of frameworks exist for the schedulability analysis of such systems today. Exact
solutions based on model checkers or constraint programming [46, 42], and sufficient (but
inexact) solutions usually based on some sort of response-time analysis [39, 15, 13, 14].
It has been demonstrated that exact analyses based on constrained programming or
model checkers such as Uppaal do not scale well [46, 42]. For example, Figure 1(b) shows the
time required to deem a simple non-preemptive periodic task set schedulable using Uppaal
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as a function of the number of tasks for several different core counts on a 3.3 GHz Intel Xeon
machine with 256 GiB RAM. Even for such a simple model without intra-task parallelism
or precedence constraints, Uppaal requires an average of 45 minutes to analyze 24 tasks
on 4 cores used at only 30% of their capacity (i.e., the total platform utilization is 30%),
with nearly 50% of the tested workloads timing out after 1 hour (see Figure 1(a)). Worse, it
cannot solve the problem at all in less than one hour for 12 tasks (or more) on 8 cores with a
total utilization of only 30%. Clearly, such a solution can realistically be used only for very
small systems, which limits practicality.
On the other hand, classic sufficient schedulability analyses following the standard
response-time analysis paradigms are usually fast but very pessimistic. For instance, as seen
in Figure 1(c), the only sufficient test existing for the schedulability of limited-preemptive
DAGs scheduled by a global fixed-priority scheduler (proposed by Serrano et al. [39]) cannot
detect that any of the generated task sets with a total utilization larger than 50% (4 cores,
10 DAG tasks) is schedulable, when in fact at least 90% of them are. This pessimism reaches
a level that calls into question the utility of such tests in industrial settings.
In this paper, we propose a new approach for the schedulability analysis of limited-
preemptive DAG tasks that presents a more balanced tradeoff between runtime and accuracy.
Case in point, w.r.t. analysis speed, in the scenario shown in Figure 1(a), our solution solves
the schedulability problem of non-preemptive tasks almost optimally (empirically, almost all
schedulable workloads are in fact deemed schedulable) in less than 10 seconds on average,
while Uppaal needed tens of minutes to reach the same conclusion (and frequently exceeded
the one-hour timeout). Furthermore, w.r.t. analysis accuracy for DAG tasks, the proposed
analysis clearly increases the number of workloads successfully detected as being schedulable
in comparison to the solution of Serrano et al. by a substantial margin (see Figure 1(c)).
The analysis presented in this paper covers any global job-level fixed-priority (JLFP)
scheduler (e.g., global limited-preemptive earliest-deadline first (G-LP-EDF) or fixed-priority
(G-LP-FP) scheduling). Specifically, each node of each DAG instance released by a task can
have a distinct priority, a distinct release time, and is assumed to execute non-preemptively.
We allow for the practical, but analytically challenging complication that each node may
experience release jitter and execution-time uncertainty, which in combination with non-
preemptivity results in scheduling anomalies that are notoriously difficult to analyze precisely.
To strike a good balance between accuracy and runtime, our analysis constructs a schedule-
abstraction graph that abstracts all possible orderings of job dispatch times resulting from
the underlying JLFP scheduling policy, based on which we derive bounds on the best- and
worst-case response time of each job. This approach requires: (i) a system-state abstraction
that represents the state in which the system may be after a given sequence of scheduling
events, (ii) sound exploration rules that reflect how new system states may be reached from
a given state, and (iii) merging rules for the aggregation of similar states to defer, as long as
possible, the usual state-space explosion problem.
As a key technical contribution, this paper introduces a new system-state abstraction in
which the number of newly created states at the end of each exploration step is independent
of the number of cores, which ensures scalability to large multicore platforms. Furthermore,
our new abstraction also allows for aggressive merging rules, and hence greatly reduces the
number of system states that must be investigated to cover all relevant job schedules. Based
on this novel technique, (i) we devise a schedule-abstraction graph generation algorithm
that considers the precedence constraints of DAG tasks and ensures a small per-state
memory footprint and low per-state computational costs, (ii) we prove the system state-
space exploration and merging rules to be sound, and (iii) we report results on extensive
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experiments involving both synthetic DAGs and actual DAGs from parallel benchmark
applications. The experiments show the proposed method to scale to systems with up to
64 cores, to be able to identify up to 90 percentage points more schedulable task sets in
comparison to the state-of-the-art response-time analysis for limited-preemptive sporadic DAG
tasks [39], and to be three orders of magnitude faster than model-checking approaches [46].
2 Related Work
The schedulability analysis of a set of independent non-preemptive sporadic tasks scheduled
by a global scheduling policy such as G-LP-EDF or G-LP-FP has been studied in several
works [5, 19, 23, 22, 11]. These analyses, however, do not account for release jitter and
become needlessly pessimistic when applied to periodic tasks or jobs with regular, yet not
necessarily periodic, activation patterns [33] as they fail to discount many execution scenarios
that are impossible in such systems commonly found in industry.
In response to the need for supporting task models with more complicated job activation
patterns, Stigge et al. [41] and Abdullah et al. [1] provided schedulability analyses for non-
preemptive digraphs and digraphs with a mixed set of preemptive and non-preemptive nodes,
respectively. The digraph model was later extended to support a rendezvous synchronization
mechanism [31]. However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no result yet on digraphs
with non-preemptive nodes and complex inter-task precedence constraints.
To work around the lack of a schedulability test for non-preemptive DAGs, Saifullah et al.
[37] provided solutions to convert a DAG to a set of independent jobs whose arrival times and
deadlines are assigned in a way that respects the DAG’s given precedence constraints. This
job set is then converted to an equivalent periodic task set and evaluated using Baruah’s [5]
or Guan’s [19] schedulability analyses for independent, non-preemptive tasks. This approach,
however, suffers from the pessimism inherent in the decomposition step, i.e., regardless of the
accuracy of the underlying schedulability tests, many schedulable DAG tasks will be deemed
unschedulable simply because the decomposition technique may not be able to find feasible
parameters for the decomposed independent tasks.
Liu and Anderson extensively studied sporadic processing pipelines and DAGs under
global scheduling in a soft real-time context [25, 26, 27, 28], showing that deadline tardiness
remains bounded as long as the system is not overloaded (i.e., DAG instances may miss
deadlines, but are guaranteed to complete within an a priori fixed interval after their deadline).
In contrast to Liu and Anderson’s focus on establishing (non-tight) tardiness bounds, our goal
is to determine as accurate as possible response-time bounds given (possibly) hard deadlines.
Serrano et al. [39] proposed an analysis for limited-preemptive DAG tasks. This is the
closest work to our problem as it explicitly considers precedence constraints and limited-
preemptive global scheduling at the same time. Our work improves upon this result by:
(i) providing a much more accurate analysis for periodic DAGs and other types of tasks with
regular, yet non-periodic release patterns, (ii) including all JLFP global scheduling policies
in one uniform analysis framework, and (iii) supporting inter-task dependencies (rather than
only precedence constraints within individual DAG tasks).
Several works have proposed exact analyses for global preemptive sporadic tasks without
precedence constraints [4, 8, 9, 18, 43]. These analyses generally explore all system states that
can possibly be reached using model checking, timed automata, or linear-hybrid automata.
These solutions, however, are limited to the preemptive execution model and have limited
scalability w.r.t. the number of tasks, processors, and the granularity of time. For instance,
the analysis of Sun et al. [43] is reported to be limited to 7 tasks and 4 cores, and Guan et
al.’s approach [18] is applicable only if task periods are integers in the range from 8 to 20.
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In our own prior work [33], we considered the schedulablity analysis of a set of independent
(i.e., non-DAG), non-preemptive sequential jobs scheduled with a global JLFP scheduling
policy. While this paper superficially resembles [33] in that it uses a similar general approach –
namely, the generation of a schedule-abstraction graph [32] – it actually follows a substantially
different design needed to support limited-preemptive parallel DAG tasks. Specifically, in
order to scale to non-trivial DAG tasks, the system state abstraction, exploration rules, and
merge rules presented in this paper are entirely novel, and in fact even incomparable, to
those previously used in [33]. Case in point, extensive experiments (see Sec. 5) revealed
that the solution presented in this paper is up to two orders-of-magnitude faster than [33]
when non-preemptive sequential tasks are analyzed, which reflects the nontrivial scalability
advantages of the novel approach introduced in this paper.
3 System Model and Definitions
We consider the problem of globally scheduling a set of limited-preemptive parallel tasks with
known arrival patterns upon a multiprocessor platform composed of m unit-speed processors.
Each task is modeled by a DAG (V,E), where V is the set of execution segments, and E is
the set of precedence constraints between execution segments in V . Each execution segment
vj ∈ V has an execution time, and may (or may not) be assigned a relative release offset and
relative deadline with respect to the arrival time of the task. For each arrival of a task, every
execution segment in V releases a job. Even though we assume that tasks have known arrival
patterns, we allow their execution segments, and hence their jobs, to be subject to release
jitter. Similarly, the exact execution time of each job is a priori unknown. In addition, we
allow precedence constraints to be specified among execution segments of different DAGs,
thereby allowing for arbitrary inter-task precedence constraints.
As the arrival pattern of each task is known, our problem reduces to the analysis of a
finite set of non-preemptive jobs J on an observation window whose length can be computed
a priori. For periodic tasks with constrained deadlines, release jitter and synchronous releases,
the observation window is equal to one hyperperiod (i.e., the least common multiple of all
periods). Bounds on the observation window length for periodic tasks with release offsets,
precedence constraints, and arbitrary deadlines were established by Goossens et al. [17].
Each job Ji = ([rmini , rmaxi ], [Cmini , Cmaxi ], di, pi, predi)) released in the observation win-
dow has an earliest-release time rmini , a latest-release time rmaxi , a best-case execution time
(BCET) Cmini , a WCET Cmaxi , an absolute deadline di, a priority pi, and a set of predecessors
predi ⊂ J , i.e., a set of jobs that must complete before Ji may start executing. The set of
successors of a job Ji is denoted by succi = {Jx | Ji ∈ predx}.
Each job is assigned a priority by a given job-level fixed-priority (JLFP) scheduling policy.
We assume that a numerically smaller value of pi implies higher priority. Any ties in priority
are broken arbitrarily in a deterministic way. For ease of notation, we assume that the “<”
operator implicitly reflects this tie-breaking rule. We assume a discrete-time model, i.e., all
job timing parameters are integer multiples of a basic time unit such as a processor cycle.
At runtime, each job is released at an a priori unknown time ri ∈ [rmini , rmaxi ]. The
release bounds rmini and rmaxi are computed based on the arrival pattern (e.g., periodic,
multi-rate, or bursty) of Ji’s task, its offset, and its release jitter. We also assume that each
job Ji has an a priori unknown execution time requirement Ci ∈ [Cmini , Cmaxi ]. We assume
that a job’s absolute deadline di is fixed and not affected by release jitter. We say that a job
Ji is possibly released at time t if t ≥ rmini , and certainly released if t ≥ rmaxi .
Any two jobs that are neither directly nor indirectly predecessor/successor of each other
are said to be independent. Independent jobs may execute in parallel. Each individual job
must execute sequentially, i.e., it cannot execute on more than one core at a time and must
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run to completion once started. A job Ji that starts its execution on a core at time t occupies
that core during the interval [t, t + Ci). In this case, we say that job Ji finishes by time
t+ Ci. At time t+ Ci, the core used by Ji becomes available to start executing other jobs.
A job’s response time is defined as the difference between the earliest-release time and the
actual completion time of the job1, i.e., t+ Ci − rmini . We say that a job is ready at time
t if it is released, did not start its execution before time t, and all of its predecessors have
finished by time t. Further, we assume that the system does not have a job-discarding policy,
i.e., released jobs remain pending until their execution is finished.
The paper assumes that shared resources that must be accessed in mutual exclusion are
protected by FIFO spin locks. Since jobs execute non-preemptively, it is easy to obtain
a bound on the worst-case time that any job spends spinning while waiting to acquire a
contested lock [44]; we assume the worst-case spin delay is included in each job’s WCET.
For ease of notation, we use max0{X} and min∞{X} over a set of positive values X ⊆ N
that is completed by 0 and ∞, respectively. That is, if X = ∅, then max0{X} = 0 and
min∞{X} =∞. Otherwise they yield the usual maximum and minimum values in X.
We consider any non-preemptive global JLFP scheduler upon an identical multiprocessor
platform. The scheduler is invoked whenever a job is released or completed. To simplify
the presentation of the proposed analysis, we make the modeling assumption that, without
loss of generality, at any invocation of the scheduling algorithm, at most one of the pending
jobs is picked by the scheduler and assigned to a core. The scheduler is invoked once for
each event if two or more release or completion events occur at the same time. The actual
scheduler implementation in the analyzed system need not adhere to this restriction and
may process more than one event during a single invocation. Our analysis remains safe if the
assumption is relaxed in this manner.
In this paper, we exclusively focus on priority-driven and work-conserving scheduling
algorithms, i.e., the scheduler dispatches a job only if the job has the highest priority among
all ready jobs, and it does not leave a core idle if there exists a ready job. We assume that
the WCET of each job is padded to cover all scheduling overheads and to account for any
micro-architectural interference (e.g., competition for shared caches or memory bandwidth).
A job set J is schedulable under a given scheduling policy if no execution scenario of J
results in a deadline miss, where an execution scenario is defined as follows [32].
I Definition 1. An execution scenario γ = {(r1, C1), (r2, C2), . . . , (rn, Cn)}, where n = |J |,
is an assignment of execution times and release times to the jobs of J such that, for each
job Ji, Ci ∈ [Cmini , Cmaxi ] and ri ∈ [rmini , rmaxi ].
4 Schedulability Analysis
The schedulability analysis proceeds by exploring the space of all possible schedules using
the notion of a schedule-abstraction graph [32]. Each path in this graph reflects a sequence
of job-dispatch decisions made by the underlying scheduling policy. As discussed in Sec. 2, a
key innovation of this paper is a new system-state abstraction that more richly aggregates
the necessary information in each state and, ultimately, reduces the number of edges in the
final graph. After introducing the new abstraction (Sec. 4.2), we explain how to build the
graph (Sec. 4.3), define exploration rules for work-conserving global JLFP scheduling policies
(Sec. 4.4), describe how to soundly construct a new state (Sec. 4.5), and finally show how to
merge similar states to reduce the size of the graph (Sec. 4.6). A proof of correctness of the
analysis is presented in Sec. 4.7.
1 Any release jitter is counted as part of the job’s response time, as introduced by Audsley et al. [3].
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4.1 Job Finish Times and System-Availability Intervals
Because jobs experience release jitter and execution time variation, exponentially many
execution scenarios exist, and the exact finishing time of each job cannot be known a priori.
Therefore, we compute an interval [EFT i,LFT i] in which a job Ji will finish after a given
sequence of scheduling decisions taken by the scheduler. This interval is lower-bounded by
Ji’s earliest finish time EFT i and upper-bounded by its latest finish time LFT i, that is, Ji
may possibly finish at or after EFT i and is certainly finished at LFT i. A key challenge
is that this uncertainty in job finish times introduces uncertainty in processor availability,
which in turn affects the finish-time intervals of subsequently scheduled jobs.
To address this challenge, in our new abstraction, a state represents the state of the system
after a possible sequence of scheduling decisions (corresponding to a subset of execution
scenarios) by indicating when one, two, three, . . ., m cores will possibly and certainly
become available. Namely, each state includes a set of system-availability intervals, denoted
A = {A1, A2, . . . , Am}, where Ax = [Aminx ,Amaxx ] means that x cores are possibly available
(PA) starting at time Aminx and certainly available (CA) no later than at time Amaxx .
I Example 1. Consider a system with m = 3 cores and suppose that three jobs are scheduled,
with the following finish-time intervals: [10, 45], [30, 40], and [15, 25]. In this example, one
core becomes possibly available at time 10. Two cores can possibly be available from time 15
onward. Similarly, one core becomes certainly available at time 25, and two cores become
certainly available at time 40. Thus, A1 = [10, 25], A2 = [15, 40], and A3 = [30, 45].
4.2 Graph Definition
We define the schedule-abstraction graph as a directed-acyclic graph G = (V,E), where V
is a set of system states and E is the set of labeled edges. An edge e ∈ E is defined as
e = (vp, vq, Ji), where vp and vq are the source and destination vertices of the edge, and the
label Ji is the job that, by being scheduled, evolves state vp to state vq. We say job Ji is
dispatched next after vp or succeeds vp if it is on an outgoing edge from a state vp.
A path P from the initial state v1 to a state vp represents a possible sequence of job-
dispatching events (or scheduling decisions) that lead to state vp from the initial state v1,
which represents the initial idle system at time zero before any job is scheduled. The length
of a path refers to the number of jobs scheduled on that path, i.e., |P | , |J P |, where J P
is the set of jobs that appear as labels on the edges of path P .
In graph G, it is possible to have more than one incoming edge to a vertex vp. However,
in that case, the following property must hold for any two paths that connect v1 to vp.
I Property 1. For any two arbitrary paths P and Q that connect v1 to vp, J P = JQ.
Having defined edges and paths, we next define a system state v ∈ V as a three-tuple
that contains: (i) the set of m system-availability intervals as defined in Sec. 4.1, denoted
A(v), (ii) a set X (v) of jobs that are certainly executing on the platform in state v, and
(iii) a set of finish-time intervals {[EFTx(v),LFTx(v)] | Jx ∈ X (v)}, where EFTx(v) and
LFTx(v) represent the time at which job Jx is possibly and certainly finished considering
the sequence of job-dispatch events that led to state v.
The motivation for including the set of certainly running jobs X (v) is that, given
precedence constraints, the ready time of a job depends on the completion time of its
predecessors. This creates a challenge as storing the EFT and LFT of every job on every
path would require an exponentially increasing amount of memory w.r.t. the number of jobs
scheduled. As a tradeoff, to improve the accuracy of the analysis, we maintain the set of
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Algorithm 1: Schedule Graph Construction Algorithm.
Input : Job set J
Output : Schedule graph G = (V,E)
1 ∀Ji ∈ J ,BRi ←∞,WRi ← 0;
2 Initialize G by adding v1 =
(
{[0, 0], . . . , [0, 0]},X = ∅, ∅
)
;
3 while ∃ path P from v1 to a leaf vertex s.th. |P | < |J | do
4 P ← the shortest path from v1 to a leaf vertex vp;
5 RP ← set of ready jobs obtained with Eq. (1);
6 for each job Ji ∈ RP do
7 if Ji can be dispatched after vp according to Eq. (9) then
8 Build v′p using Algorithm 2;
9 BRi ← min{EFT i(v′p)− rmini , BRi};
10 WRi ← max{LFT i(v′p)− rmini , WRi};
11 Connect vp to v′p by an edge with label Ji;
12 while ∃ path Q that ends to vq such that Rule 1 is satisfied for v′p and vq do
13 Merge v′p and vq by updating v′p using Eq. (15);
14 Redirect all incoming edges of vq to v′p;
15 Remove vq from V ;
16 end
17 end
18 end
19 end
certainly running jobs X (v) and their finishing time intervals in each system state v. Since
there are at most m such jobs per state, the amount of memory required per state remains
constant. This property of the algorithm is discussed in detail in Sec. 4.4.
4.3 Graph-Generation Algorithm
We next introduce the main state-space exploration algorithm for finding the schedule-
abstraction graph for a given workload and platform. We first provide an informal high-level
overview, and then present the algorithm more precisely as pseudocode in Algorithm 1.
The schedule-abstraction graph is built iteratively in two alternating phases: expansion
and merging. The expansion phase, expands (one of) the shortest path(s) P in the graph
by considering all jobs that can possibly be dispatched next in the job-dispatch sequence
represented by P . For each such job Ji, a new vertex v′p is created and added to the graph
via a directed edge from vp to v′p. The new state v′p is generated from vp by updating the core
availability intervals and the set of certainly running jobs (and their finish-time intervals)
when the execution of Ji is considered.
The merge phase slows down the growth of the graph by merging, whenever possible, the
terminal vertices of paths that have the same set of dispatched jobs. As a key soundness
condition, the merge phase guarantees that any possible execution scenario that can be
generated from two un-merged states vp and vq can still be generated after they are merged.
The search ends when there is no vertex left to expand, that is, when all paths represent
a valid schedule of all jobs in J , which implies that all possible schedules have been explored.
Algorithm 1 presents our iterative breadth-first method for generating the schedule-
abstraction graph in full detail. A set of variables keeping track of the smallest and largest
response times (BRi and WRi, respectively) observed for each job in all execution scenarios
explored so far is initialized in line 1; these bounds are updated whenever a job Ji can
possibly be dispatched on a core (lines 9 and 10). The graph is initialized in line 2 with a
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root vertex v1 that represents m idle cores at time 0. The expansion phase corresponds to
lines 6–18 and lines 12–16 implement the merge phase. These phases repeat until every path
in the graph contains |J | distinct jobs (line 3). We next discuss each phase in detail.
4.4 Expansion Phase
In this section, we explain how to expand a path P ending in vp, as found in line 4 in
Algorithm 1, by dispatching an eligible job after the scheduling sequence represented by P .
Overview
The expansion phase starts by obtaining the set of potentially ready jobs for system state vp,
i.e., jobs whose predecessors have been dispatched previously on path P .
For each ready job Ji, we calculate the earliest and latest time at which Ji can be
dispatched on the platform after state vp. These times are called the earliest start time (EST)
and the latest start time (LST) of the job, denoted by EST i(vp) and LST i(vp), respectively.
If the earliest time at which the job can potentially start executing, i.e., EST i(vp), is
earlier than the latest time at which a work-conserving JLFP scheduler would allow that
job to start if it is to be the next scheduled job, i.e., LST i(vp), then the job is eligible to be
dispatched after state vp. For each eligible job, a new state v′p is created and appended to
path P after state vp.
We next explain in detail, and precisely define, each step of the expansion phase.
Ready Interval
As stated in Sec. 3, a job is ready only if it is released and all of its predecessors have been
completed. Thus, potentially ready jobs for path P are those that are not yet dispatched
and all of their predecessors are in J P , i.e.,
RP , {Ji | Ji ∈ J \ J P ∧ pred(Ji) ⊆ J P }. (1)
Since each job Ji may suffer release jitter and because the exact finish times of Ji’s
predecessors are not known, the exact time at which Ji becomes ready is also unknown. For
that reason, we compute a lower bound on the time at which a job Ji ∈ RP is possibly ready,
denoted Rmini , and an upper bound on the time at which Ji is certainly ready, denoted Rmaxi .
Since a job can start its execution only if (i) it is released, and (ii) all its predecessors have
completed, Rmini is the minimum of rmini and the earliest time at which all predecessors of
Ji have possibly completed, and Rmaxi is the maximum of rmaxi and the time at which all
predecessors of Ji have certainly completed, i.e.,
Rmini , max
{
rmini ,max0{EFT∗x(vp) | Jx ∈ pred(Ji)}
}
, and (2)
Rmaxi , max
{
rmaxi ,max0{LFT∗x(vp) | Jx ∈ pred(Ji)}
}
, (3)
where EFT∗x(vp) and LFT∗x(vp) are safe bounds (defined next) on the earliest and latest
finish time of Jx for all execution scenarios that lead to vp. The use of max0 in Eqs. (2) and
(3) ensures that the ready interval of jobs with no precedence constraint is equal to their
release jitter interval, i.e., Rmini = rmini and Rmaxi = rmaxi if Ji does not have predecessors.
For the predecessors of Ji that are certainly running in system state vp, i.e., any job
Jx ∈ X (vp) ∩ pred(Ji), the bounds EFT∗x(vp) and LFT∗x(vp) can safely assume the values
EFTx(vp) and LFTx(vp) saved in state vp. However, for predecessors of Ji that are not
certainly running in state vp, i.e., any job Jx that is not in X (vp), there is no bound on
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EFTx(vp) and LFTx(vp) saved in vp (which, to recall, is an intentional space optimization).
Therefore, we instead use the current values of BRx and WRx (see Algorithm 1) as they
are safe bounds on the EFT and LFT of Jx for all system states explored up to this point
(lines 9 and 10 of Algorithm 1), which also includes vp.
To summarize, if a job Jx belongs to X (vp), then EFT∗x and LFT∗x are equal to EFTx(vp)
and LFTx(vp), respectively. Otherwise, they are equal to BRx and WRx, respectively.
Earliest and Latest Start Times
Consider a job Ji ∈ RP , i.e., all the precedence constraints of Ji are respected. Job Ji cannot
start executing prior to the earliest time at which it may become ready, i.e., Rmini , nor can it
start executing before the earliest time at which a core may become available, which is given
by Amin1 . Thus, the earliest time at which Ji can start its execution after path P is given by
EST i = max{Rmini ,Amin1 }. (4)
The latest start time of Ji after path P is decided by two factors: (i) the scheduler follows
a JLFP scheduling policy, and (ii) the scheduler is work-conserving.
Considering factor (i), since a JLFP scheduling policy always dispatches the highest-
priority ready job, the latest start time of Ji is upper-bounded by thigh − 1, where thigh is
the earliest point in time from which on Ji certainly is not the highest-priority ready job
anymore. An upper bound on thigh is given by Eq. (5) as proven in Lemma 2.
thigh , min∞ {thx(Ji) | Jx ∈ R
P ∧ px < pi}, where (5)
thx(Ji) , max
{
rmaxx ,max0 {LFT
∗
y(vp) | Jy ∈ pred(Jx) \ pred(Ji)}
}
. (6)
I Lemma 2. Job Ji will not be the highest-priority ready job in RP for system state vp at
any time later than thigh − 1.
Proof. Suppose that thigh 6=∞ (otherwise the claim is trivially true as it does not actually
constrain Ji). Let Jx ∈ RP be the job with higher priority than Ji such that thx(Ji) = thigh .
At time thx(Ji), job Jx is certainly released (since according to Eq. (6), thx(Ji) ≥ rmaxx )
and all predecessors of Jx that are not predecessors of Ji have been certainly completed (since
∀Jy ∈ pred(Jx)\pred(Ji), thx(Ji) ≥ LFT∗y(vp) according to Eq. (6)). If pred(Jx)∩pred(Ji) =
∅, then according to Eq. (3), Jx is certainly ready at thx(Ji) and Ji cannot be the highest-
priority ready job from thx(Ji) onward.
If pred(Jx) ∩ pred(Ji) 6= ∅, then, at the first point in time t ≥ thx(Ji) such that all
precedence constraints of Ji are respected, all precedence constraints of Jx are also respected
(recall that the precedence constraints of Jx that are not common with Ji were already
respected before or at time thx(Ji)). In other words, if Ji becomes ready at or after thx(Ji)
then Jx also becomes ready and Ji is not the highest-priority ready job. J
Additionally, considering factor (ii), if there is a time where a core is certainly available
(which is the case from time Amax1 onward), and a job is certainly ready, a work-conserving
scheduler must dispatch the job at that time, which is denoted twc and obtained as follows.
twc , max
{
Amax1 , min∞ {R
max
x | Jx ∈ RP }
}
(7)
I Lemma 3. Job Ji ∈ RP will not be dispatched next after vp at any time later than twc.
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Figure 2 Calculating EST i and LST i for a successor job Ji of a certainly running job J2.
Proof. Assume that twc 6= ∞; otherwise the claim is trivial. At time twc, a not-yet-
dispatched job Jx whose precedence constraints are satisfied is certainly ready (because
twc ≥ min∞{Rmaxx | Jx ∈ RP }), and a core is certainly available (because twc ≥ Amax1 ).
Hence, a work-conserving scheduler will dispatch Jx at twc. Consequently, Ji will be a direct
successor of state vp only if it starts no later than twc. J
Combining the facts that LST i ≤ thigh − 1 (Lemma 2) and LST i ≤ twc (Lemma 3), we
observe that Ji may be the next job scheduled after path P only if it starts no later than
LST i = min{twc, thigh − 1}. (8)
I Example 4. Figure 2 shows how EST i and LST i are calculated for Ji. The earliest time
at which one core becomes ready is 8, and Ji is released at the earliest at time rmini = 9.
However, since Ji must wait for its predecessor J2 to finish before it becomes ready, we have
EST i = 13, which is the earliest finish time of J2. Since Jx is certainly ready at time 16, and
since at least one core is certainly available from time 15 onward, the latest time at which
job Ji can be dispatched next after vp is 16; otherwise, a work-conserving scheduler would
schedule Jx after vp instead. In this example, thigh is 22, where a higher priority job Jh is
certainly released. However, since twc < thigh − 1, the LST i is bounded by twc = 16.
Eligibility Condition
A job Ji ∈ RP can be dispatched next after path P if its earliest start time EST i is not later
than its latest start time LST i, i.e., if
EST i ≤ LST i. (9)
I Lemma 5. Job Ji is a direct successor of vp only if Inequality (9) holds.
Proof. According to Lemmas 2 and 3, LST i is an upper bound on the time at which Ji can
be dispatched after vp. Therefore, if Ji cannot be dispatched by LST i, then it cannot be a
direct successor of vp. Since EST i is the earliest time at which Ji can be dispatched after vp,
if EST i > LST i, Ji cannot be a direct successor of vp. J
If a job Ji is dispatched next after vp, its earliest and latest finish times are trivially
EFT i = EST i + Cmini and (10)
LFT i = LST i + Cmaxi . (11)
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Algorithm 2: Create a new state v′p by dispatching job Ji after state vp.
1 Initialize PA and CA using Eqs. (12) and (13);
2 for each Jx ∈ X (vp) ∩ pred(Ji) do
3 if LST i < LFTx(vp) ∧ LFTx(vp) ∈ CA then
4 replace LFTx(vp) with LST i in CA;
5 end
6 end
7 Sort PA and CA in non-decreasing order;
8 ∀x, 1 ≤ x ≤ m, Ax(v′p)← [PAx,CAx];
9 X (v′p) is obtained from Eq. (14);
4.5 Creating a New State
If job Ji ∈ RP satisfies Inequality (9), it can be dispatched next after vp and a new system
state v′p is created to reflect this possibility. Algorithm 2 presents the procedure for creating
a new state v′p for job Ji. Line 1 creates two lists called PA and CA that contain bounds on
the instants at which each core becomes possibly and certainly available after dispatching
job Ji, respectively. Those lists are built using the following two lemmas.
I Lemma 6. Lower bounds (respectively, upper bounds) on the instants at which each core
becomes possibly (respectively, certainly) available after dispatching job Ji in system state vp
are given by PA (respectively, CA) defined as follows.
PA ,
{
max{EST i,Aminx (vp)} | 2 ≤ x ≤ m
} ∪ {EFT i} (12)
CA ,
{
max{EST i,Amaxx (vp)} | 2 ≤ x ≤ m
} ∪ {LFT i} (13)
Proof. We rely on the following four facts:
Fact 1. Since Ji is the first job starting to execute after system state vp is reached, and
because Ji’s earliest start time is EST i(vp), either all cores are busy until EST i(vp), or
no other job is released until EST i(vp). In either case, after Ji is dispatched and the new
system state v′p is reached, none of the cores start executing another job before EST i(vp).
Therefore, for each core, its earliest and latest availability times for jobs other than Ji in
the new state v′p are no smaller than EST i(vp).
Fact 2. At most x cores are available in the interval [Aminx (vp),Aminx+1(vp)) for 1 ≤ x < m,
and no core is available for Ji to execute prior to Amin1 (vp) (by definition of Aminx (vp)).
Therefore, each instant Aminx (vp) is a lower bound on the availability time of a different
core.
Fact 3. x cores are certainly available in the interval [Amaxx (vp),Amaxx+1 (vp)) for 1 ≤ x < m,
and all cores are certainly available after Amaxm (vp), by definition of Amaxx (vp). Each
instant Amaxx (vp) is thus an upper bound on the availability time of a different core.
Fact 4. When Ji starts executing, it starts on the first available core (whichever physical
core it is), and will occupy it until its finish time.
From Facts 1 and 2, the availability times of the cores in the new state v′p are lower-
bounded by {max{EST i,Aminx (vp)} | 1 ≤ x ≤ m}. Furthermore, from Facts 2 and 4, Ji
starts its execution at the earliest at time Amin1 (vp) and keeps the core that was potentially
available at Amin1 (vp) certainly busy until EFT i(vp). Equivalently, that core will be possibly
available at the earliest at EFT i(vp) in the new system state v′p. Therefore, the earliest
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times at which cores are potentially available in the new state v′p are lower-bounded by
{max{EST i,Aminx (vp)} | 2 ≤ x ≤ m} ∪ {EFT i}. This proves Eq. (12).
Similarly, from Facts 3 and 4, Ji starts executing on the first available core, which becomes
certainly available at the latest at time Amax1 . Ji keeps that core possibly busy until LFT i(vp),
or equivalently said, the core that became available no later than Amax1 will be certainly
available at LFT i(vp) in the new system state v′p. Therefore, considering Facts 1 and 3,
the times at which cores are certainly available in the new state v′p are upper-bounded by
{max{EST i,Amaxx (vp)} | 2 ≤ x ≤ m} ∪ {LFT i}. This proves Eq. (13). J
I Lemma 7. If Ji is the job scheduled after vp, all cores running predecessors of Ji in system
state vp become available by time LST i(vp).
Proof. As all predecessors of Ji must complete before Ji starts executing, and as the
latest start time of Ji is LST i(vp), all running predecessors of Ji must complete before time
LST i(vp). Hence, all cores running predecessors of Ji become available by time LST i(vp). J
Line 1 in Algorithm 2 computes PA and CA according to Lemma 6. Lines 2–6 further
ensure that the availability times of cores that are certainly executing predecessors of Ji are
not larger than LST i(vp), hence complying with Lemma 7.
Finally, Algorithm 2 computes the system-availability intervals for v′p by sorting the lists
PA and CA in non-decreasing order (lines 7–8). The correctness of this step is proven next.
I Lemma 8. For any state v′p built with Algorithm 1, let us define t(v′p) as follows: if
vp = v1 then t(v′p) = 0, otherwise t(v′p) is the EST of the last job dispatched to reach v′p. For
1 ≤ x ≤ m, x cores cannot be simultaneously available within [t(v′p), Aminx (v′p)), and x cores
are certainly available after time Amaxx (v′p).
Proof. We prove the claim by structural induction on the states in the schedule-abstraction
graph. The base case is state v1, in which all cores are idle and, for 1 ≤ x ≤ m, Aminx (v1) =
Amaxx (v1) = 0. The claim trivially holds as the interval [t(v1), Aminx (v1)) = [0, 0) is empty,
and x cores are certainly available at time Amaxx (v1) = 0, for all 1 ≤ x ≤ m.
Next, in the inductive step, assume the claim holds for state vp, that is x cores cannot be
simultaneously available within [t(vp), Aminx (vp)), and x cores are certainly available after
time Amaxx (vp) for all 1 ≤ x ≤ m. We prove that the claim holds in state v′p resulting from
dispatching Ji after vp.
Assuming that Aminx (vp) and Amaxx (vp) were safe bounds in state vp (which holds by the
induction hypothesis), Lemmas 6 and 7 prove that PA and CA provide safe lower bounds
(resp., upper bounds) on the potential (resp., certain) availability times of each core in
system state v′p following the dispatch of job Ji, which happens no earlier than t(v′p) = EST i.
Therefore, the xth smallest element in PA is a lower bound on the time at which the xth core
may become available after t(v′p). Hence, the xth smallest element in PA is also a lower bound
on the time at which x cores may be simultaneously available after t(v′p). Since Algorithm 2
assigns the xth smallest element in PA to Aminx (v′p), the inductive claim holds for Aminx (v′p).
Similarly, the xth smallest element in CA is an upper bound on the time at which an xth
core becomes certainly available in state v′p. Hence, the xth smallest element in CA is an
upper bound on the time at which x cores are certainly available in v′p. Since Amaxx (v′p) is
assigned the xth smallest element in CA, the inductive claim holds for Amaxx (v′p). J
Finally, Algorithm 2 updates the set of jobs that are certainly running in system state v′p
using the following property.
I Property 2. If the earliest finish time of a running job Jx ∈ X (vp) is later than Ji’s latest
start time, then Jx is still certainly running after Ji starts executing.
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Figure 3 States vp and vq (a) before and (b) after merging.
Therefore, certainly running jobs in state v′p include Ji and all jobs that were running in
state vp and respect Property 2, i.e.,
{
Jx | Jx ∈ X (vp) ∧ LST i ≤ EFTx(vp)}. Moreover,
all predecessors of Ji must have been completed by LST i. Hence, Eq. (14) below excludes
the predecessors of Ji from the list of jobs that are certainly running in state v′p.
X (v′p)← {Ji} ∪
{
Jx | Jx ∈ X (vp) \ pred(Ji) ∧ LST i ≤ EFTx(vp)
}
(14)
4.6 Merge Phase
To slow down the growth of the graph (in terms of the number of system states generated),
we merge paths with intersecting availability intervals that have the same set of jobs.
I Rule 1 (Merge Rule). Two states vp and vq can be merged if J P = JQ and ∀x, 1 ≤ x ≤ m,
Ax(vp) ∩Ax(vq) 6= ∅.
When two states vp and vq are merged, the system-availability intervals Ax(vz) in the
merged state vz are set to include the availability intervals of both vp and vq:
Ax(vz) =
[
min{Aminx (vp),Aminx (vq)}, max{Amaxx (vp),Amaxx (vq)}
]
. (15)
Eq. (15) expresses the fact that x cores become potentially available in the merged state vz
when x cores become potentially available in either of the original states vp or vq, and x core
are certainly available in vz when x cores are certainly available in both vp and vq.
Additionally, it is easy to see that the set of certainly running jobs in the merged state
vz comprises the jobs that were certainly running in both vp and vq, that is,
X (vz) = {Jx | Jx ∈ X (vp) ∩ X (vq)}. (16)
The finish time interval of each job Jx that is certainly running in vz is updated to
consider the bounds that were previously derived for all execution scenarios that lead to
either vp or vq, and hence also to the merged state vz. Therefore, we have that the EFT of
Jx in vz is the minimum between the EFTs in vp and vq. Similarly, the LST of Jx in vz is
the maximum LST reported for Jx in vp and vq, that is,
EFTx(vz) = min{EFTx(vp),EFTx(vq)} and
LFTx(vz) = max{LFTx(vp),LFTx(vq)}. (17)
Figure 3 shows two states before and after merging. Lemma 9 proves that merging is safe.
I Lemma 9. Merging two states vp and vq according to Rule 1 and Eqs. (15), (16) and (17)
is safe, i.e., it does not remove any potentially reachable system state from the graph.
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Proof. First, Rule 1 enforces that the set of jobs scheduled on the path to vp and vq is
identical for vp and vq. Therefore, the set of jobs that remain to be dispatched after vz is
the same as for vp and vq.
Second, removing jobs from the set of certainly running jobs X (·) as done by Eq. (16),
only increases the uncertainty in state vz and therefore the set of system states reachable
from vz. Similarly, increasing the size of the possible finish intervals of the certainly running
jobs (as done by Eq. (17)) increases the number of possible execution scenarios covered by
vz in comparison to vp and vq.
Finally, by Eq. (15) the system-availability intervals of the merged state vz include the
availability intervals of vp and vq. Therefore, all possible combinations of times at which
a given number of cores is available either in state vp or in state vq are also possible in vz.
Thus, all sequences of dispatch events that are possible in vp and vq are possible in vz and
the system states reachable from vz include all system states reachable from vp and vq. J
4.7 Correctness of the Proposed Solution
This section establishes the correctness of our analysis by showing that, for any possible
execution scenario, there exists a path in the graph created by Algorithm 1 that represents
the schedule of all jobs in the given scenario (i.e., Algorithm 1 is sound, but not exact).
I Theorem 10. For any execution scenario such that a job Ji ∈ J finishes at some time
t, there exists a path P = 〈v1, . . . , vp, v′p〉 in the schedule-abstraction graph generated by
Algorithm 1 such that Ji is the label of the edge from the state vp to the state v′p and
t ∈ [EFT i(vp),LFT i(vp)].
Proof. Initially, assume that the path 〈v1, . . . , vp〉 respects the claim for all jobs dispatched
before Ji in the execution scenario that led Ji to finish at time t. Furthermore, assume
that (i) the availability intervals of state vp correctly bound the availability time of x
simultaneous cores in state vp, ∀x, 1 ≤ x ≤ m, (ii) X (vp) correctly includes a subset of the
jobs that are certainly running on the platform before Ji is dispatched, and (iii) for each
job Jx ∈ X (vp), the interval [EFTx(vp),LFTx(vp)] safely lower- and upper-bounds (i.e.,
contains) the completion time of Jx. We prove that there exists a vertex v′p that is directly
connected to vp with an edge labeled Ji, that all three requirements (i)–(iii) hold for state
v′p, and that the interval [EFT i(vp),LFT i(vp)] contains the completion time of Ji.
Under the assumption that hypotheses (i)–(iii) hold for vp, Lemma 5 proves that Algo-
rithm 1 expands the graph for any job that can possibly be dispatched next after vp, hence
also for Ji. Further, as proven in Sec. 4.4, Eq. (10) and Eq. (11) provide a lower and an upper
bound on the completion time of Ji, respectively. Moreover, by Lemma 8, the availability
intervals of v′p correctly bound the simultaneous availability of x cores for all 1 ≤ x ≤ m.
Eq. (14) computes the set X (v′p) of certainly running jobs in state v′p. Therefore,
Requirement (ii) directly follows from Property 2 and the discussion of its role in obtaining
Eq. (14) in Section 4.5. Requirement (iii) is the consequence of the assumption that the
interval [EFTx(vp),LFTx(vp)] computed for every job Jx dispatched before Ji in a state
reached prior to vp (and certainly running in vp) is correct. Finally, according to Lemma 9,
merging two states as in lines 12–16 of Algorithm 1 does not invalidate Requirements (i)-(iii).
Crucially, requirements (i)–(iii) are true for any state vp’ that is a direct successor of
the initial system state v1 because (a) in the initial state no job has been dispatched yet
and all cores are available, and (b) Algorithm 1 initializes v1’s availability intervals to [0, 0]
(satisfying (i)), and sets the certainly running jobs set X (v1) to ∅ (thus also satisfying (ii)
and (iii)). The claim thus follows by induction on the states created by Algorithm 1. J
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5 Empirical Evaluation
We conducted experiments to answer two main questions: (i) does the proposed test detect
more schedulable workloads than state-of-the-art schedulability tests? And (ii) is the runtime
of our analysis practical? We applied Algorithm 1 to the global limited-preemptive scheduling
policy G-LP-FP. For the sake of simplicity, we used simple rate-monotonic priorities. As a
baseline, we compared our results with the schedulability test of Serrano et al. [39] (identified
as Serrano in the graphs) designed for sporadic limited-preemptive DAG tasks as it is the only
available schedulability test in the state of the art for global limited-preemptive scheduling
of DAG tasks based on the classical response-time analysis approach.
Since our test may also be used to analyze the special case of independent sequential
non-preemptive tasks (NPR), we also performed experiments on such task sets, and compared
our results to the test of Baruah for G-NP-EDF [5] (denoted by Baruah in the graphs), the
test of Guan et al. for G-NP-FP [19] (denoted by Guan), the test of Lee for G-NP-FP [22]
(denoted by Lee), and the test of Nasri et al. [33] for any G-NP-JLFP scheduling algorithm
(denoted by Nasri18). Finally, we compare against the test of Yalcinkaya et al. [46] (denoted
as Exact), an exact UPPAAL-based schedulability test for G-NP-FP (and EDF) that is
designed for periodic tasks with fixed-preemption points and segmented self-suspensions.
We note that the Serrano, Baruah, Guan, and Lee tests are designed for sporadic DAG
tasks; hence, we expect them to be pessimistic when applied to periodic workloads since
sporadic tasks can generate more interference scenarios than periodic tasks. However, we
believe that quantifying this pessimism serves to signify the need for schedulability tests that
take task-activation patterns into account in order to provide more accurate results.
We implemented Algorithm 1 as a multi-threaded C++ program and performed the
analysis on a cluster of machines each equipped with 256GiB RAM and Intel Xeon E5-
2667 v2 processors clocked at 3.3GHz. We parallelized the breadth-first exploration of the
schedule-abstraction graph using Intel’s open-source Thread Building Blocks (TBB) library.
Specifically, the while-loop in lines 3–19 can be easily parallelized since each iteration works
on a different path. We report the CPU time as the runtime of the analysis, i.e., the total
sum of the runtime of all threads used to analyze a task set. In the experiments, a task set
was claimed unschedulable as soon as an execution scenario with a deadline miss was found.
Experiments on synthetic task sets. We generated tasks using the same established tech-
niques as used in prior studies [30, 35, 38, 39, 10]. The method generates series-parallel DAGs
with nested fork-joins by recursively expanding blocks (a.k.a. non-terminal nodes) to either
terminal nodes or parallel sub-graphs until a maximum depth of recursion (which limits the
number of nested branches), a maximum length of the critical path, or a maximum number
of nodes in the DAG is reached. The generation algorithm allows to define the branching
factor, i.e., the maximum number of branches of parallel sub-graphs (denoted by npar). In
our experiment, the probability that a node is terminal, i.e., that it does not immediately fork
a new branch, was set to pterm = 0.4, the probability of adding a random edge (precedence
constraint) between two siblings was set to padd = 0.1, the maximum number of nested
branches was 3, the maximum number of nodes in the DAG was 50, and the maximum
critical path length was set to 10 nodes. The WCET of each node was selected uniformly at
random from the range [1, 50]. The BCET of each node was set to be 70% of the WCET.
To generate periodic DAG tasks with total utilization U , we used uUniFast [7] to
generate random utilization values with a total sum U , and then assigned a period to each
task using max{C¯i/Ui, C¯i}, where C¯i is the total sum of the WCET of all nodes of the
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task and Ui is the task utilization. To avoid cases where periods are co-prime and hence
systems for which the hyperperiod is impractically large, we scaled the obtained periods so
that they are contained in the interval [500, 100000] with possible values given by the set
{x · 10y | 1 ≤ x ≤ 9, 3 ≤ y ≤ 5}ms. This covers periods that are three orders of magnitude
apart with a log-uniform distribution and includes periods commonly used by the automotive
industry [21]. After assigning periods, we proportionally scale the WCET of the nodes so
that tasks keep their intended utilization Ui (as assigned by uUniFast). We assumed that
all tasks are first released at time 0 and that their deadlines are equal to their periods.
Moreover, we assumed that all DAG nodes have an arrival time equal to the arrival time of
the corresponding task. To filter out trivial task sets, we discarded task sets that cannot be
successfully scheduled by G-LP-FP when each node of each task executes for its WCET. That
is, we simulated the schedule of one hyperperiod using the WCET of each node and checked
if there is a deadline miss (note that this initial test is only a necessary schedulability test,
not a sufficient one because of the schedulability anomalies that exist under non-preemptive
and limited preemptive scheduling).
The experiments were performed by varying (Exp1) the total system utilization U for 10
DAG tasks on 4 cores (Figures 4(a) and (d)), and (Exp2) the number of cores m and DAG
tasks n ∈ {5, 10, 15, 20} with U = 0.5 ·m (Figures 4(b) and (e)). For each combination of
parameters (e.g., DAG tasks with U = 30%, n = 10,m = 4), more than 100 random task sets
were generated. For each setup, we report the schedulability ratio (ratio of schedulable task
sets to the number of task sets generated for that setup) and the runtime of Algorithm 1 for
the task sets that were deemed schedulable. We excluded the runtime of unschedulable task
sets since it would otherwise favor our solution and bias the results due to the fact that we
stop the analysis as soon as a deadline miss is found. In other words, we only report the
runtime of experiments that ran to the end, which is the worst case from an analysis runtime
perspective. Since the runtime of the Serrano test never exceeded one second, it was omitted
from all diagrams depicting runtimes.
Figure 4(a) shows a significant gap between the schedulability ratio determined by our
solution and the baseline analysis for DAG tasks. For example, the Serrano test could only
identify 10% of schedulable task sets for U = 0.3, while our test shows that at least 99% of
them are schedulable. Furthermore, with the increase in the number of cores, the Serrano
test becomes more pessimistic, e.g., it cannot find any schedulable task set with U ≥ 0.3
when there are 16 cores, while the proposed test still finds schedulable task sets until U = 0.6.
Figure 4(b) shows the schedulability ratio as a function of the ratio between the number
of DAG tasks and the number of cores (denoted by n/m). We observe that schedulability
decreases when the number of tasks is close to the number of cores (i.e., the ratio n/m is
around 1). We explain this trend by the fact that when there are more tasks than cores
(n/m > 1), the per-task utilization and hence the blocking times caused by nodes of lower-
priority tasks are smaller. As a result, the schedulability ratio is larger. This can be easily
seen for m = 4 and m = 8 (since most values of n are larger than 4 or 8). The effect of
smaller blocking times shows itself for m = 16, too, as an increase in the schedulability ratio
for n = 20. When there are more cores than tasks (n/m < 1), there are enough cores to
execute all tasks in parallel, hence the increase in schedulability. Further, more cores for
a fixed number of tasks implies increased opportunity for tasks to execute their nodes in
parallel; hence their response times approach their critical path lengths. This can be seen for
larger values of m, e.g., 16 to 64. For instance the schedulability ratio for m = 64 is 100%
for 10, 15 and 25 tasks, while it varies between 30% and 75% for m = 16.
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Figure 4 Experimental results for synthetic task sets for different experiments: (a, d) Exp1,
(b, e) Exp2, (c) Exp3, and (f) Exp4. In (b), all task sets with m = 64 are schedulable. Hence, the
curve overlaps with other curves (prior to the point n/m < 0.4).
Figures 4(d) and (e) show either a decrease or only a small linear increase in the runtime
of the analysis w.r.t. to the increase in the number of cores in all experiments. Thanks to
our new system state abstraction, the number of direct successors of a state does not depend
on the number of cores in the system (unlike Nasri18 [33]) and hence the dependence on m
is limited to the cost of calculating thigh, twc, etc. for each state.
For DAG tasks, with an increase in the number of tasks, the runtime of our analysis
increases rapidly as the number of nodes and hence the number of jobs increases. While our
analysis efficiently handles most task sets with up to 15 tasks within a couple of hours, it
becomes notably slower for larger numbers of tasks. This, in particular, affects systems with
a smaller number of cores, e.g., 4 and 8 cores, because when the system has insufficient cores
to fully exploit the available task parallelism, the number of pending nodes in each system
state increases. Since all nodes exhibit execution time variation, this drastically increases the
number of possible scheduling decisions. As a result, the schedule abstraction graph grows
rapidly since it must consider all possible interleavings.
In Figure 4(e) we observe a decrease in the runtime of the analysis from m = 16 to
m = 32 and then an increase from m = 32 to m = 64. This decrease is due to the decrease
in blocking times and an increase in the number of available cores (e.g., from 16 to 32 for 20
tasks). As a result, the busy windows become shorter, and hence paths merge very quickly
as there are only relatively few interleavings to consider. On the other hand, the increase in
the runtime of the analysis for m = 64 comes from the fact that, in a task set with 20 DAG
tasks with U = 50%, there are more tasks with large per-task utilizations. This situation
increases the length of busy windows since tasks have only little slack. Moreover, due to the
execution time variation of the tasks, there will be more scenarios that must be covered in
the graph, which leads to an increase in the runtime of the analysis.
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Experiments on non-preemptive sequential tasks (NPR). For the experiments on inde-
pendent sequential non-preemptive tasks, we used the same task set generation setup as
in [33]. To randomly generate a non-preemptive periodic task set with n tasks and a given
utilization U , we used Emberson et al. [12] method to select the periods with a log-uniform
distribution from the range [10000, 100000] microseconds with a granularity of 5000µs. We
then used the RandFixSum [40] algorithm to generate n random task utilizations that sum to
U . From the task utilization, we obtained Cmaxi from the task utilization and the period and
then set Cmini to be 10% of Cmaxi . Tasks were assumed to have implicit deadlines and any
task set that had more than 100,000 jobs per hyperperiod was discarded from the experiment.
The experiments were performed by varying (Exp3) the total system utilization U
(n = 10 and m = 4) for sequential non-preemptive tasks (Figure 4(c)), and (Exp4) the
number of tasks n (U = 70% and m = 4) for sequential non-preemptive tasks (Figure 4(f)).
For sequential NPR tasks, as seen in Figure 4(c), our test performs similarly to Nasri18
(event though those tests are incomparable since task sets may be deemed schedulable by
one and unschedulable by the other and vice versa). Both tests find many more schedulable
task sets than the tests of Baruah, Guan, Lee, and Serrano. For example, for U = 0.6, our
test and Nasri18 improve accuracy by 66 percentage points over the other baseline tests.
We have tried to run the exact test of Yalcinkaya et al. [46] on the data from Exp3.
However, due to the scalability issue discussed in the introduction, the test could not complete
the analysis of enough task sets to extract any meaningful results. Instead, we ran our
analysis on the dataset used by Yalcinkaya et al. for sequential NPR task sets (see Exp2 in
[46] for details). The results are depicted in Figure 1(a); the difference in accuracy between
our test and the exact test is indistinguishable for the considered NPR task sets.
Figure 4(f) shows a neat improvement of our new analysis w.r.t. Nasri18, i.e., the best
known analysis for G-NP-JLFP scheduling. For example, the 95th percentile runtime of
Nasri18 [33] for 4 cores and 30 NPR tasks is more than 2,115 s while the 95th percentile
runtime of the analysis presented in this paper is 166 s (i.e., a more than one order-of-
magnitude difference). The maximum runtime of Nasri18 on all experiments that finished
was 3027 s and one task set reached the time out of 1 h, while the maximum runtime of our
new analysis was 275 s. The average runtime of the Nasri18 test was 327 s while our new
analysis took an average of 25s only. These numbers strongly suggest that the proposed
analysis is at least one order of magnitude faster than the Nasri18 test.
Experiments on benchmark task sets. We used the StreamIT benchmarks, which consist
of a set of digital signal processing applications to evaluate the performance of our analysis
on a realistic application workload. We used the DAG structure and WCET information of
the tasks obtained by Rouxel et al. [36]. Table 1 reports the number of DAG nodes, width
of the DAG graph (i.e., maximum number of parallel nodes), and the number of fork/join
nodes. This table also presents the number of states, edges, and the runtime of the analysis
for each of the benchmark applications when executed on a 4-core platform. As it can be
seen, the analysis takes less than a minute even when there are more than 400 nodes in the
DAG or when there are 80 fork/join constructs.
Discussion. Overall, we conclude that: (i) the proposed analysis is practical for realistic
workload sizes and benchmarks, (ii) it has high accuracy when compared with the state-
of-the-art exact schedulability analysis of sequential non-preemptive tasks with a global
scheduling policy while being able to scale to much bigger systems (i.e., with more tasks
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Table 1 Analysis of Benchmark Tasks.
Benchmark #nodes w forks states edges runtime (ms)
802.11a 119 7 17 10,164 28,656 483.15
Audiobeam 20 15 1 20 20 0.18
BeamFormer 56 12 2 6,036 29,686 494.45
CFAR 4 1 0 4 4 0.05
Complex-FIR 3 1 0 3 3 0.04
DCT2 40 16 2 40 40 0.63
DES 423 8 80 2,343 4,983 849.63
FFT2 26 2 1 74 122 1.24
FFT4 42 2 10 42 42 0.27
Filterbank 52 6 1 810,425 5,293,419 25,339.02
FMRadio 43 12 7 53,199 258,781 1,402.83
and more cores), (iii) it identifies a significantly larger portion of schedulable DAG tasks in
comparison to the existing test, and (iv) the new system state abstraction allows a significant
improvement in terms of scalability in comparison to the state-of-the-art test Nasri18.
However, even though the new abstraction allows scaling to much larger workloads, the
treatment of execution time variation still needs further improvement. In the presence of
precedence constraints, the impact of the response-time jitter of a job on its successors is the
same as if the successors had a large release jitter. This induced jitter accumulates over chains
of jobs with precedence constraints and greatly increases the degree of non-determinism in
the graph exploration, and eventually forces the algorithm to consider all combinations of
job orderings. This, for example, happens often in highly parallel DAG tasks or when the
number of DAG tasks increases. Consequently, new techniques will have to be developed to
allow the analysis to scale to highly parallel DAGs with large execution-time jitter.
6 Conclusion
We have considered the problem of analyzing the schedulability of a set of limited-preemptive
DAG tasks with internal parallelism and precedence constraints scheduled upon a multicore
platform using a global job-level fixed-priority (JLFP) scheduling policy. Our analysis
conceptually enumerates all possible schedules using a novel system state abstraction that
keeps track of the times at which a certain number of cores will become available. We have
shown how the space of possible schedules can be explored with the abstraction, provided
a proof of correctness, and conducted extensive experiments to assess the efficiency of the
solution. Our analysis finds between 10 and 90 percentage points more schedulable task sets
for most system configurations, in comparison with the best available baseline. It also scales
to systems with up to 64 cores and 20 DAG tasks. A comparison with the state-of-the-art
exact schedulability test for sequential non-preemptive tasks scheduled by a global JLFP
scheduling policy has shown our analysis to scale much better while being almost as accurate
as the exact test. The proposed analysis, however, does not yet scale to highly parallel DAG
tasks or systems with a large number of cores (e.g., more than 64). In the future, we will
investigate better ways of managing jitter, e.g., by applying partial-order reduction to skip
over redundant paths that do not contribute to the worst-case response time of a task.
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